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HISTORIANS,  struggling to impose meaning on their fragmentary evidence,
create rational explanations of past events. But the people they seek  to explain
rarely acted in the light of pure reason; for -in moments of  acute  crisis, political
as well as personal, reason is the first casualty. The expectation that political
behaviour is predictgble, or even explicable _according to some theory (bastard
feudalism, faction, rising gentry) 1s either naive, or else it  belongs  to nineteenth
and  early twentieth century historiographic dogma.

Men react to situations  with  a motivation which is profoundly
psychological, one which has its grounding in the common values of  a  society,
as  those  values have  been  inculcated, or as they have failed to be inculcatcd, in
childhood.  Indeed  it has  been  said of cultural transmission  that  it

takes place  under  circumstances  that  are  highly charged  emotionally.  . .  The
child  takes  on the  significant others' roles  and  attitudes, that  is  internalizes them
and  makes them  his  own.  And by this  identification with  significant  others  the
child  becomes capable  of  identifying himself, of  acquiring a  subjectively coherent
and  plausible  reality.

It is  these  circumstances which render the child father to the  man, and places the
man at the mercy of the invisible constraints of his childhood.1 To the neo-
feudal world of the late middle  ages  loyalty was  a  besetting preoccupation. Bred
in households, read  about  in romances, enforced, when  it failed the crown, by
bonds  and recognisances, it was exhibited in its  most  absolute form on the field
of  battle.

Bosworth Field  and  After
Thirty years ago the battle of Bosworth was an undoubted watershed in

English history. On one side stretched the middle ages and the Wars of the
Roses, on the other modernity hove  in view. Then the revisionists arrived. First
B. P. Wolffe:

Far  from ending the  uncertainties  of the  Wars  of the Roses the result of  Bosworth
re-opened them.
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That  was in 1964. In the  very same year K. B. McFarlane  also  demoted
Bosworth as the end of the Wars of the Roses. The final terminus, he said, was
the battle of  Stoke  by Newark, fought 1n  1487.21485  was  a  dead letter. The
nineteen sixties  were  heady years. It  took  seventeen years, until  1981, before
Anthony Goodman advanced Perkin  Warbeck’s  debacle in  1497  as ‘arguably
the last  flare  up of the Wars of the  Roses’.  Everyone, now, from historians to the
writers of handbooks on toy soldiers agrees.  1497  saw the end of the civil  wars.
Worse was to come. Not only was Bosworth merely one of  a  clutch of battles no
one had ever heard of, in 1985 we were  told  that  it had not been fought where,
for two hundred  years, it had been  sited, on Ambion Hill. In what The  Times
dubbed his Molotov cocktail article, Colin Richmond argued that the  site  of the
engagement was at Dadlington, one and  a  half miles  south  of Ambion Hill.

Now all this 18 but a footnote to the re-writing of fifteenth century history
which has taken place since the days of Wolffe and McFarlane. And in  this,
continuity, not cataclysm, has  been  the watchword.s Today Henry VII’s
reputation is as undimmed as the days when he ushered the ‘new monarchy’ and
the  ‘new  men’ into English Historiography; but for rather different  reasons.
Then it was  because  he  seemed  modern, mistakenly bourgeois. Now it is  because
he stands head and shoulders  above  his fellow monarchs  -  Henry VI, Edward
IV, Richard III — in the practice of his kingly duties. Certainly in one  area, the
highly sensitive one of noble support, Henry the practical politician towers
above  his predecessors. Increasingly, at  those  proposed termini of the wars —
'85, ’87, ’97 — his nobility united behind him.

We can assert very little  that  is positive about Bosworth.  What  can we say
of  a  battle before which the eccentric William Berkley, Earl of  Nottingham  sent
money to one side, men to the other and did nothing himself? Four  fifths of the
English nobility — twenty-eight men — stayed well away from wherever the
battle  was, or was  not, fought. And  they may, or may not, have been in
‘chastencd, indeed craven, mood’. Of the others, five  fought  for Richard  111; two
ensured perpetual notoriety by abstaining from  battle; and two attainted Earls
—  Oxford  and Pembroke —  fought  for Henry.  Says  Dr. Richmond, Bosworth
‘demonstrates just how passive the nobility had become’.6 Two years later  they
were less inclined to passivity.  When  the  Earl  of Lincoln marched  into  the
Midlands with his rebel  army and hi§ puppet  King, Lambert  Simnel, thirteen or
fourteen peers turned out for Henry. Why? Were they likely to  have  been in any
less craven mood after two years of intermittent  plotting than they had been in
1485? Or was Henry Tudor  returning to his nobility something of the esprit de
corps it had  lost  in  that  demoralising jungle of civil war? The chastened and
craven mood of the English nobility has had a  very long run as an unchallenged
assumption of Henry Vll’s reign.  Support for the  King has the almost graphic
consistency of extrapolation by 1497.  Then, in a  year  of  total  mobilisation,
thirty noblemen were in the field marching and counter-marching between
Berwick and Bodmin. No fewer than twenty-one were present at  Blackheath
with  the King; and one  more  fought  with  the rebels against Henry. The end of
the Wars of the Roses seems to  have  coincided with the nobility united and
active  in  war; not passive as Anthony Goodman has them.

Between  1487 and  I497  the successful captains of '97 had endured for
Henry two  uneventful  campaigns; one in Brittany, one in France. And such was
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the  King’ sconfidence in military matters  that  in 1505, or thereabout, he licensed
certain key men

to Retaigne  a  good  and  competent  nombre of our subgietts and the same to be put
in  arredynesse  conveniently horsed  and harneissed to do  vnto  vs  seruice  aswel
within this  our Reame as elliswhere at our  wages.

Such licences granted immunity from prosecution under the act of  1504  which
made certain sorts of retaining illegal. The retinues thus allowed, not to say
created, by Henry, were maintained, he  said, because it was  ‘good policie’ in
‘time  of peax to provide and  forsee  Remedies  against  warre’. ’9 But by this time it
has been agreed, has it not, that  we are well clear of any war? We are almost
twenty years after  Stoke  and  Bosworth, and seven years since the encounter at
Blackheath. True, he m_ight have  been  dragged  onto  the  continent  by Philip of
Burgundy.I '0 But war, in the terms of the letter, ‘within this our realm’ is a
peculiar phrase for one hab_itually as level- headed as Henry VII to use. Perhaps
we have  been  too previous in finding ends to things.  Beginnings  and ends  easily
beguile  historians.

The  Wars  of the  Roses
Once  the Wars of the Roses were a confusion of kings m a sea of fighting.

Then the revisionists arrived. In 1955, in a throwaway line, the American
William  Dunham suggested  that  all the fighting 1n the wars  amounted  to  just
twelve  weeks.  This  idea has been modified, extended, and fiddled  with  until one
recent historian thinks he knows the  exact  number of days men  were  at war  with
each  other.  428' IS the figure for the curious.l 'Out, then, went the idea of bloody
civil war.  Out, next, went the idea of civil war in the singular form of  that  word.
In came the idea of three2 civil wars  fought  for separate reasons  within  the period
between  1450  and  1487.  2The  avant  garde now tell us differently.  There  was one
War of the  Roses, from  1461  to  1471.  After this the normal methods of
government were resumed. Edward IV governed England as a man in full
possession of all his faculties, and by 1483  the  legacy, if not the memory, of
Henry VI had  been  expunged. Only Edward’s death plunged England into civil
war again. But this was a war  fought  not between two  hostile  dynasties but
within the  Plantagenet  family itself. In  this  scenario we find  Henry Tudor,
perhaps the  most  unlikely pretender to the.throne, co-opted  by one branch of
the Plantagenet family, Edward’s friends, for use against the other, Richard  III’s
friends.'3 A few years more and we find normal  government  restored again, so
that  by the end of his reign Henry VII, in the words of  Stanley Bertram
Chrimes, had  done  ‘the  spade work  without  which the springs of national genius
would  not  have  been freed'.  I  Now this accords well  with  the continuity beloved
of administrative historians. It fits  outmoded  ecclesiastical history. It  fits,
almost, a  constitutionalist  View  of  evolving monarchy. It accords with the
picture of ary VII presented earlier: a man who controlled his nobility as
much by uniting them m battle as by terrorising them  with  bonds.l sThis history
of Henry Tudor lacks one  element  — reality. It is all too easy.

The  Politics  of  People
England has  avoided  civil wars, now, for  over  three hundred years, and she

has lost all sense of the fratricidal horror of such events. Civil  wars mean, and
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have always meant, suffering, exile, loneliness and death. ’And  attempts  to write
a  history of any civil war without  these  elements  becomes  meaningless
chronology.  Good  men were prepared to die.  Some  men knew the loneliness of
exi!e. But  good  me_n, too, knew the sweetness of  coming home.

The first engagement of Bosworth united, in opposition, John Howard,
Duke of Norfolk and John de  Vere, the Earl of Oxford. Norfolk was one of
those  fe_w noblemen completely loyal to Richard III 1n 1485. Oxford led Henry
Tudor' s  vanguard. Since  1461  he had  been, one way or another, in exile: on the
run with the L_ancastrian royal family, a  sea rover, and finally a  prisoner. The
fight  which grew between Oxford and Norfolk was the  fight  of devoted servants.
Yet this was  also, as we have been reminded recently, a battle within a battle.
This  first  engagement  was  a‘battle  for the domination of East Anglia. Devoted
servants, remember, were apt to be rewarded by their masters, and wield their
masters’ power around them. Oxford and Norfolk certainly fought  for  East
Anglia and their masters. 6But did they fight  each  other in the spirit of_ a

‘vendetta?  From Cornwall we  have  a  story which goes  some  way to answering
that  question.

The rivalry of Richard Edgecombe and Henry Bodrugan IS a perfect foil to
national politics. Sir Henry Bodrugan  was one of the most villainous men ever
to exercise the King’s power in Cornwall. Almost at the end of  a  life of crime, in
1483, Bodruggm was ordered by Richard III to pursue the rebels who had risen
against him in Buckinghams revolt. Bodrugan ran Richard Edgecombe to
ground in woods near his house on the Tamar gorge, at Cothele. With his
capture imminent Edgecombe‘ put  a  stone in his cap and tumbled the same into
the  water, while  these  rangers were fast at his heels, who, looking down  after the
noise  and.seeing his; cap swimming, thereon  supposed that he had desperately
drowned himself, (and) gave  over. their further hunting'. Edgecombe, of
course, had not drovgned, and, persisting against  Richard, sent money to the
exiled  Henry Tudor before he himself joined Henry. Two years later Henry
Tudor, now Henry VII, ordered Edgecombe, now the  most  important man in
Cornwall, to arrest Henry Bodrugan. The  boot  was now on the other foot. It
was alleged against Sir Henry that, with his son, he was conspiring with the Earl
of Lincoln prior to the battle of  Stoke.  The story goes  that  Bodrugan, warned
beforehand, readied  a  ship to make  good  his escape.  (Bodrugan’ 5 house was by
the  coast.) When  Edgecombe arrived Sir Henry left  his house, by its  back  door,
ran to the cliffs nearby and vaulted  onto a grassy knoll. The ship’s  boat  duly
picked him up and off he sailed to Ireland. In Ireland the old rogue  died; but the
place where he made his  escape is, t9 this day, called  Bbdrugan’s  Leap.'

Stories like this generally méet two fates. Eithe'r, since  much of the detail
can be shown to be 1n error, they are dismissed as insignificant, or, because  they
are so picaresque, they are ignored: they do not fit comfortably m the modern
‘county study'. Actually they demonstrate the sharpness of divisions In men ’s
lives' m  a  manner otherwise  lost  to us. 2° Consider this. At Bosworth Sir William
Berkley of Uley (Gloucestershire), aged forty-nine, faced his younger cousin,
another Sir William of Beverstone (Gloucestershire) aged  thirty-five. After
Bosworth, the elder of the two suffered attainder for supporting Richard  III,
and lost his lands. The younger William  who, unlike his cousin, had taken part
in  Buckingham' s  rising, returned victorious from exile m Brittany and  France.
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Within  a  month  of the battle he was calling himself  a  King’s  councillor. But
within  three months of his homecoming he was dead. His  elder  cousin  outlived
him by fifteen years. In  1496  the act of attainder against him was reversed, but
alas for the Berkleys of Uley, they never recovered their property fully, and were
vainly pursuing their lands, still, in 1531. Why did the cousins choose such
different paths?  What  sent William of  Beverstone into  exile  in Brittany in  1483
and  a  brief  homecoming, before his death; but to a disastrous commitment for
the Berkleys of Uley? We could, if we chose, and if the material allowed us,
attempt  an analysis of the two Sir Williams according to the algebra of bastard
feudalism. Whose fees did  they accept?  Whose  clients  were they?  But  this  would
not get us very far. To understand  a éhoice  which set families and  cousins  at
each other's  throat§I we  must  have  some appreciation of the importance of
loyalty at  this  time.

In  1495  one Thomas  Astwood  was due to be executed on Tower Hill for
conspiring against  Henry Tudor. Astwood had  been  taken in connection with
William Stanley’s plot. In the very hour of his execution he was reprieved: much
to the applause of the crowd gathered to see him die. Four years later, in  1499
Astwood was  executed.  He had  been executed  because he and his associates
planned the overthrow of the King intending to replace him  with  the Earl of
Warwick, so they said.22 Four years may not  seem  very long, not much of a  test
of a man’s spirit. Taken with Astwood, in  ’95, was Thomas Stanley, a  bastard
son of Sir William the King's Chamberlain. Thomas spent fifteen years in the
Tower of  London  before he was released, in 1509 or  ’10, by Henry VIII.  By then
he was  a  political leper: he could get service with no  one, so he went abroad and
attached himself to Richard de la  Pole, la Rose Blanche, Edmund de la Pole's
brother.  Here  there.was hope. But de la  Pole  did not trust him either. He
thought  Stanley a  spy. Men remained loyal in the  most  hopeless situations. In
1486  Sir  Thomas Broughton  was ordered to swear allegiance to Henry VII:  this
he refused. In  1487  he and his brother joined the fateful march from Barrow on
Furness to Stoke by Newark. Thereafter, it was commonly believed  that  he had
been killed in battle. The people of Witherslack, near Furness, his own tenants,
knew differently. Quietly they paid their rents to their new lord, the  King’s  step-
father, the Earl of Derby. Even  more  quietly they maintained their old lord, Sir
Thomas, incognito, as one of themselves. And when he died  they buried him in
a  grave that could still be  seen  in the eighteenth century.24

The difficulty for us modems, though, is believing in the potency of loyalty.
We have grown far too accustomed in history books  to the word opportunism
standing for  a  real force of  political life; and in looking at the rewards of loyalty,
and not at the  thing itself, to explain  men‘s acts.  This is  a  pernicious attitude to
hold  towards  the middle ages. Traitors to their lords, the  betrayers  Judas,
Brutus and  Cassius, were placed by Dante in Judecca in the lowest  part  of his
Hell. Where, I  wonder, would  Dante have placed the uncle who killed his
brother's children in order to  become  King? His contemporaries (Richard  III’s)
wept openly at the murder of such innocents. Children  above  all could have
expected fidelity. It was what their elders preached. Even  that most  self
interested of politicians, Henry VI’s  minister, William de la  Pole, recognised
this. On the eve of his death he wrote to his son.  Loving God first, he charged
him:
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.  above  alle  erthely thyng,  to be trewe  liege  man in  ban,  in  wille,  in  thought,  in
dede, unto  the  Kyng oure alder most  high  and  dredde sovereygne  Lord,  to  whom
bothe  ye and  I been  so  moche  bounde  to;  chargyng you,  as fader can and  may,
rather  to die  than  to be the  contrarye,  or to  knowe  any thyng that  were  ayenste  the
welfare or prosperite of his  most  riall  person, but  that  as  ferre  as  your body and lyf
may strecthe, ye  lyve  and die to defende it, and to  lete  his  highnesse have
knowlache  thereof in  alle  the  haste  ye  can.

William, Lord  Hastings, executed by Richard III, was held in such  high
esteem precisely because he exhibited those qualities which de la Pole
advocated. He was  a  man who ‘failed his master neither in storm now  stowr’.
Great rewards, certainly, speak great loyalty. William Hastings was s_truck
down  as Edward  IV’s  loyal Chamberlain.26 Gilbert  Talbot  ended high in the
estimation of Henry VII:  Lieutenant of  Calais  1507, Captain of Calais  1509,
Chamberlain of North Wales, 1508. Yet is this material wealth, and the power
which in it resided, to be used to explain Gilbert  Talbot’s  motives? He  fought  at
Bosworth, but Bosworth was not  a  chevaucheé  in the Hundred Years War, with
the victors plundering the countryside to build manor houses from their spoils.
The rewards of Bosworth were political: the material rewards were the tangible

-reward of political loyalty, a  loyalty recorded in John  Leland’s  terse words,
‘This Gilbert was  sore  wounded at Bosworth, takynge Kynge Henry the  7  parte.’
Those wounds, as much as his offices, were the rewards of loyalty.

Men were loyal without any expectation of reward. Or rather, it is as if
loyalty was its own reward: as if, between the appetite for power and its
satisfaction, the bonds of loyalty had civilized men, however slightly. The
experience of the household, of household service and all  that  went  with  it
focused the emotional energies of the servants, common  or noble, on the person
of the master. Sir George Neville, for example, was banished from England in
1491.  In the  next  year he joined Perkin  Warbeck’s  group, in Paris. He remained
with  Warbeck until his cause was smashed, and continued in opposition to the
Tudors, with Edmund de la  Pole  and Richard, his brother, into the  1  205.
Neville 15 one who emerges from our sources a coarse and violent man. But
there were other types.  Thomas  Killingworth, Edmund de la  Pole’s  steward,
manager of his political and business affairs in Northern Europe, was the
fazigthful servant personified. After Edmund’s capture he wrote to Maximilian
I:

As to my fidelity to the said Lord Duke, I  remit myself to  your  sacred  Majesty,
because I have  proved  it well to the  knowledge  of  your sacred  Majesty for six
whole  years, and now  I  am in the  seventh year; and  under  correction  of  your
Majesty, that  is  sufficient trial  for  a man; and  I  have  sewed my said Lord Duke  for
20  years, which  is not  a  small period. And for the service of my said  Lord  1  have
left my wife, friends and  goods, which, though  it be an  unnatural thing, grieves  me
little, but the  evil fortune  of my said Lord  Duke  grieves  me  very much.

Killingworth was not like the  edgy, nervous George Neville.
Real divisions were maintained by real loyalties.30 How  could  these

loyalties be  sustained?  Part of the answer lies  m  the degree of passion present in
the politics of the period. Of Henry Tudor’s  mother it was said:

She  never  yet was in  that  prosperity but the  greater  was the more  always  she
dredde  the  adversyte.  For  when  the  kynge  her son was  crowned  in all  that  grate
tryumph  and  glorye  she  wept  mervaylously.
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How typical of Margaret Beaufort. Yet it is  a  mother’s  reaction, and  a
mother  who had  done  so much for her son." What  about  her son himself? On
landing at Milford Haven, we are  told:

he  humblit  him selff  vpone  his kneis  prayand  to his  lord  god  thankand  him of his
gret graice and mercie and benefeims  that  he had  schawin  and bestowit  vpon  him
in  bringing of him  throw  the  raiging sea bot [without] any storm  of violence of
wether  and  that  he was  saflie  landit bot [without] impediment  of any enemyeis and
thairfor  gave  thankis  vnto  the  Lord  his god an  this  maner  singing the XLllI
psalme  ‘Judge and rewenge my cause  0  Lord’.

Of course what was true for one was  true  for all. When Lambert Simnel was
proclaimed Edward VI, in Dublin, he was carried round the city by the mayor
and  a  throng of noblemen, including the Earl of Kildare, who swore him
allegiance and treated him as saviour.33 These  public outpourings  were
complimented by ruthless personal acts. The Earl of Kildare hanged the
messenger who brought him news he disliked. Henry Tudor burnt his  boats  to
stop his army returning to France. The Earl of  Oxford, desolated after  twenty
years of  exile, attempted, unsuccessfully, to commit  suicide.

Finally, however, we may be privy to  a scene  of royal thanksgiving. In 1525
the French King, Francis 1, was defeated in battle, at Pavia  in  Italy. News of this
came to England  with  a  messenger who had seen, personally, Francis’s  cap‘ure.
The messenger delivered his letter to Henry VIII  early in the morning; so early,
in fact, that  he forced Henry to rise from his bed.  When  the  King read the letter
he fell on his  knees  and cried  out, ‘My friend, you are like  Saint  Gabriel who
announced the coming of Christ,’ and then called for wine. For  some  time he
quizzed  the messenger about Francis. Then he said, ‘And  Richard de la Pole?’
‘The  White Rose is dead with the others,’ was the reply. ‘God have mercy on his
soul,’ said Henry, and then, ‘All the enemies of England are dead. Give him
more wine.

How are we to understand  these stories I  have  here related? Do we  ignore
them, treating them as second class material, while out of the first class stuff
(records of government) we create our real history? Not any more, of course,
but there is still the tendency to regard them as the icing on, and not the
substance of, the cake.  That  great  Dutch  historian, Johan Huizinga, put the
matter  thus: ‘The  picture drawn from official records, though  they may be the
most  reliable sources, will lack one  element:  that  of the vehement passion
possessing princes and peoples alike’. To understand an age, the sentiment of
the age itself, he  says, we must look at the ‘avowed and conscious political  ideas’
of the age. ‘There can be no doubt  that  no other political motive could be better
understood by the people than the primitive motives of hatred and vengeance.
Attachment  to princes had still an emotional character; it was based on the
intimate and immediate sentiments of fidelity and fellowship .  .  .  It was rather
party feeling than political.‘ Hence the  Berkleys’ quarrel. William of Beverstone
was  a  household  knight  of Edward IV’s: William of Uley Richard  III’s  man. Of
quarrels in the fifteenth century Johan Huizinga says:

‘ln  that  blind passion with which people followed  the  lord  or the  party the
unshakeable  sentiment of the middle ages is  trying to  find  expression. Man at  this
time is  convinced that  right  is  absolutely fixed  and  certain.  Justice  should
prosecute  the  unjust  to the  end. Reparation  and  retribution have  to be extreme,
and  assume  the  character  of revenge.
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Political Attachment
The battle of Bosworth began two  things.  Very obviously the Tudor

dynasty began there.  When, before the battle, Henry Tudor called John ap
Meredith ap Euan ap Meredith to him, he gave as his reason for  invading
England ‘the Adopcion of the Crown vnto vs of Right Apertaing'. He came for
the oppression of that ‘Odious tirant’ (his words not mine), Richard,  late  Duke
of  Gloucester, whom he called ‘vsurper of the sayd Right’.37 The other thing

_ which Bosworth brought  into  existence was  a  phenomenon akin to Jacobitism.
The strongest  theme  to emerge from the self-justifications of Jacobite rebels was
their belief in the indefeasable hereditary right  of the Stuarts to  rule  Britain.
Thus it was for  Yorkists  opposed to Henry VII.  In  1492  John Taylor wrote  that
‘if  they be knowen as true men to the quarrell' between Henry Tudor  and the
Earl of Warwick, then they would find a welcome at the French  court. Three
years  later, petitioning the Pope, Margaret of Burgundy claimed Warwick’s
descent from Edward II] superior to Henry Tudor’s.  And in the aftermath of the
Cornish rising one bewildered individual seems  almost  to scratch his head as he
says ‘for  why tys  hard  to know who is  Ryghtwys  kyng’.J9

Immediately after Bosworth rebels against Henry VII were in no such
quandary. Humphrey Stafford  raised  troops  in  1486 with  the war cry ‘A
Warwick A  Warwick’.  At the  battle  of  Stoke  the cry was ‘Long Live Warwick.
The  King Edward’. 40 Until his  execution  in  1499  Warwick was  held  as heir to
Richard III. Richard seems to have nominated him thus after the  death  of his
son, and Henry Tudor’s  first action after Bosworth was to imprison Warwick in
the Tower. Hence  when, in the winter of  l498-99, the Yorkist cause  would  not
lie  down, Warwick was executed.“ But right, to recall  Huizinga, was considered
absolute. Within a year of Warwick's death his right had passed collaterally to
Edmund de la  Pole  and, in 1513, after  Edmund’s  execution, Richard de la Pole
became the Yorkist Pretender. If 1513 or 1525 seems too long after Bosworth
for men to  concern themselves much with  these  things, forty years in the case of
1525, then  remember  that  the  battle  of Culloden was  fought  fifty-seven years
after the Glorious Revolution.  Until  Richard de la Pole was killed at  Pavia  the
Yorkist  party sustained itself  with  remarkable tenacity: and in  [487  and  1497  it
virtually paralyzed English  government.  At its heart was the Juno of  Tudor
Historiography, Margaret of Burgundy, maintained first by Philip, Archduke
of Austria, and  then, till  her death, by Maximilian  1. After her death, in  1504,
her influence lingered. In  [516  George Neville was so  poor  that  he tried to
secure  a  pardon  from  Henry VIII, to allow his  return  to England.  When  this
failed an old  servant  of  Margaret’s  appealed to Maximilian ['s  Chamberlain,  the
Seigneur de Berghes, to exercise his influence on  Neville’s  behalf.  Nothing came
of  this  either. And Sir George was forced to  throw  himself on  Francis .l‘s
mercy.

The invasion of 1487 was  formidably organised. To begin  with, Margaret
of  Burgundy's  servants  hired  2,000  Swiss mercenaries under  the command of
Martin  Swart, a German captain who had  fought  in the Low Countries.  They
attended to  every detail. In  Ireland  they issued  letters patent under a forged
royal  seal, and  they coined  Irish  money.4 Their defeat did not dispirit  them.
lndefatigable fanatics  like  John Taylor  proceeded on the assumption  that  if  they
could raise  Ireland, Scotland and France against  Henry,  this  would  so  stretch
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him that  a  domestic insurrection would  topple  him as it had done  Edwzgd  IV in
1469.  In  1492  and  1493  Taylor’s plans were balked by Henry’s spies: but in
1492  the Irish diversion which he had planned threw up Perkin Warbeck. After
Cork, Warbeck, a consummate  actor, was used for the  next  five years with such
effect that in  1497  Henry came as close to disaster as at any time since 1483.
Indeed, during parts of  1495  and  1496  Taylor’s  manqué  Richard IV brought
foreign policy to  a halt  and Henry to the brink of hysteria.

When, in  1499, Henry hanged  Warbeck and sent Warwick to the block he
could have been forgiven for thinking his troubles were over. Not only had he
snared his  most  fanatical opponents in a well documented plot, he had also
cleaned out their entire  London  nest, sending to perdition John  Taylor, John
Water, the man who had first put Warbeck up to his  tricks, and spies and agents
of Margaret of Burgundy."6 Then almost accidentally Edmund de la Pole found
himself in Flanders, and within a short time was accepted as leader of the rebels
in exile. He possessed one advantage over Warwick and Warbeck. He was  both
free and legitimate. By 1504  rumours in England, and on the Continent, of
possible invasion  were  such that  Henry employed  a  regular staff of spies at
Calais. 1n Kent, where it was  thought  de la  Pole  might land, the King took
decisive action to curtail the power of the Neville, George, Lord Burgavenny.
Burgavenny’s  namesake, the bastard Sir George  Neville, was pursued so actively
in  1504  that Henry thought  he stood  a  good  chance of having him executed. So
closely was the King involved in  this  work  that  he kept lists of rebels to forward
to his spies.4 A  decade later the creation of Charles Brandon as Duke of
Suffolk is evidence  that  Henry VIII  had not yet broken the link between
regional dissidence and dynastic politics. Brandon, his brother-in- law, was
promoted as Tudor counterweight to the Plantagenet, Richard de la Pole. In
l510  Richard had begun to call himself Duke of Suffolk.48 Later it was to
become  Duke of Suffolk and  King of England.

In the end it was providence, not men, which  caught up with  Edmund de la
Pole. Driven  into  an English port by winter storms Philip of Burgundy, who ten
years earlier had supported Warbeck, offered to surrender de la Pole to Henry.
Thus  Philip bought Henry VII’s  support  against Ferdinand of Aragon. For
Henry this  ended  twenty years of negotiation during which every European
power had agreed to expel Yorkists from their territory. Philip, guilty at his
duplicity, surrendered de la Pole on the understanding that he would never be
executed, but kept in captivity in the Tower. Bad  luck  prevented Philip’s agents
from seizing Richard de la  Pole  as  well.

How did Richard see himself? In 1513, on the eve of his first war with
France, Henry VIII  executed his  brother  Edmund. Edmund had been
corresponding with Richard, who held a command in the French  army, and
already had  a  pension from Francis 1. Between  them  they had been planning a
rising in England.  Perhaps, in the winter of 1512-13, matters were no more
advanced than letters. But with no male heir for Henry the  brothers  could see
the weakness of their enemy.  What  clinched  Edmund's  execution were events.
Men in the West  Riding of Yorkshire refused to pay Henry 5war taxes. Their
rebellion encouraged 9James IV of Scotland to move against England, and
forced  Henry’s  hand.
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‘he freely lifted for the present  this  burden  from  the  people.  But  this rising
hastened  the  death  of Edmund de la  Pole, Earl of  Suffolk  .  .  . It was feared  that,
when  the  King was out of the  country.  .  . the  people might  be eager for  a
revolution; they might snatch  Edmund  forcibly out of the  Tower,  give him  liberty
and the  government  of the  country would be shaken. For  this reason  the  Earl  of
Suffolk  was  executed  . . .  ’

This was the scenario for which, if the  story is true, Henry VII, on his deathbed,
had prepared his son. It was the old stratagem of a  Scots’ invasion, a domestic
insurrection in favour of an imprisoned pretender, and a timely invasion by a
third  party; this  time Richard de la Pole. It was  1497  all over again.

In  1516  one of Henry VIII's  spies reported  a  conversation  that  he had had
with Richard. In the same breath de la Pole mentioned Perkin Warbeck, the
Duke of Clarence, Martin Swart and  a  brother of his who had gone to England.
Was this Edmund? Or was it John, Earl of Lincoln, killed at  Stoke  thirty years
earlier? The manuscript is unclear. One  thing is clear. Like  John  Taylor in  1492
he hoped to  stir  the Irish and the  Scots  to  cause  England trouble. In 1523 he
almost pulled this off. But perhaps  these  were forlorn hopes. De la Pole was
always poor and always desperate. Yet he lived in the hope that one day the
French  King wouldsgrovide him  with  fourteen or fifteen thousand  landsknechts
to invade England. Less likely things had  happened. A  generation earlier, to
satisfy a whim  of foreign policy, Charles  VIII  had found troops for  a  poor

.deracinated Welshman, and sent him against a  King of England. Suppose
Richard de la Pole had not been killed at Pavia. In the summer of 1525, most
seriously in de la  Pole’s  East  Anglia, opposition to  taxes  needed only leadership
to turn lack-lustre protest into an insurrection. The very next  year in the heart
of Henry VIII‘s court the issue of succession began to gnaw at the  Vitals  of
political society. Had de la Pole lived another ten years what would the
Reformation not  have  done for the good of the cause?
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